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Abst rac t - -Th is  article presents a new method for determining the Liapunov quantities of Li4nard 
systems with either cubic damping or restoring terms. The first eleven quantities have been computed 
on a PC, whereas the algorithm used previously requires the use of high powered computers with lots 
of memory. The reduction part of the algorithm is simplified by expressing the Liapunov quantities 
in a special form. The maximum number of small-amplitude limit cycles which may be bifurcated 
from the origin is given for certain systems. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved 
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In order to create vector fields with as many limit cycles in the plane as possible, mathematicians 
have considered both global and local bifurcations. For Li4nard equations, there have been 
relatively few results in the global case, see [1,2], for example, but many more when considering 
small-amplitude bifurcations. 
Consider the Li4nard equation 
+ f(x)5c + g(x) = O, 
or equivalently 
= y - F (x ) ,  9 = -g (x ) ,  (1) 
where F and g are polynomials and F'(x) = f(x) .  Let H( i , j )  denote the maximum number of 
global limit cycles, where i is the degree of F and j is the degree of g. The main results for 
system (1) globally are summarized below. 
1. In 1977, Lins, de Melo and Pugh [3] proved that H(3, 1) = 1. 
2. In 1988, Coppel [4] proved that H(2, 2) = 1. 
3. In 1996, Dumortier and Li [5] proved that H(2, 3) = 1. 
4. In 1997, Dumortier and Li [6] proved that H(3, 2) = 1. 
Recently, there has been a great deal of progress when considering the bifurcation of small- 
amplitude limit cycles from the origin for generalized Li4nard systems of the form 
= ¢(y) - F(x), 9 = -g(x) ,  (2) 
where ¢(y) is a polynomial in y. The major part of the work may be found in references [7-14]. 
Using similar methods to those developed by Christopher and Lloyd [15,16], Gasull and Torre- 
grosa [17] have reported new results. Let/:/(i, j) denote the maximum number of small-amplitude 
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limit cycles that can bifurcate from the origin, then most of the results are displayed in Table 1, 
which has been updated to include the values/~/(i, 3), where i = 9 to 14 and/~/(4, j ) ,  where j = 8 
to 13. 
Table 1. The  values o f /~ for generalized Lidnard systems when F and g are of varying 
degrees. 
14 T T 1o 
13 6 8 10 
12 5 7 8 
I i  5 7 8 
10 4 6 8 
9 4 5 6 
Degree 8 3 5 6 
of F 7 3 4 6 
6 2 3 4 
5 2 3 4 
4 1 2 2 
3 1 1 2 
2 0 1 1 
1 2 3 
6 
4 6 
4 4 6 6 6 8 8 8 i0 I0 
3 3 4 5 5 6 7 7 8 --* 
2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 --* 
4 5 6 7 8 9 i0  I i  12 13 
Degree of g 
¢(0)=0,  ¢ ' (0 )>0,  F ' (0 ) - -g (0 )=0,  and g ' (0 )>0,  
then the origin of (2) is either a fine focus or a centre. Introduce a new coordinate u with 
u 2 = 2G(x), u(0) =0,  u'(0) > 0, 
where G(x)  = fs~=o g(s)  ds. Now u 2 = g'(0)x 2 + O (x 3) as x --* 0; therefore this transformation 
defines an analytic change of coordinates in a neighbourhood of the origin. Let the inverse 
transformation be given by x -- ~(u). Take the limit u --* 0, then ~(u) -- u + O (u 2) and 
g(~(U) )  (g/(O))  1/2 
(3) 
u 1 
In the (u, y) coordinate plane, system (2) becomes 
i~ = u - lg  (~(u)) (¢(y) - F* (u) ) ,  ~) = -g  (~(u)). (4) 
From condition (3), the local qualitative behaviour of the orbits of (4) are identical to those in 
the system 
--- ¢(y) - F*(u) ,  ~1 = -u .  
The Poincar~-Liapunov algorithm used to determine the Liapunov quantities for this system is 
given in detail in [13]. The first eleven Liapunov quantities for this system were computed using 
the MAPLE algebraic symbolic manipulation package on a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation 
at the Manchester Metropolitan University. Over one billion bytes of swap memory were used 
and it took more than 5000 c.p.u, seconds to compile. Recall that an essential focal basis, whose 
elements are called the Liapunov quantities, is derived from the focal values, and that the origin 
is a centre whenever they are all equal to zero. Showing that the origin is a centre when all of the 
Liapunov quantities are zero has proved very difficult for some systems. Consider system (2) with 
g(x)  = x +b2x2 +b3x 3, F(x )  = a lx  +a2x2 + .. .+a ix i  + . . .  , and ¢(y) = y+c2y2 + .. .+cmym + . . .  : 
Suppose furthermore that 
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In [18], it is shown that the origin is a centre if and only if F* is an even function. Under the 
transformation u 2 = 2G(x), and through compatability of Liapunov quantities, system (2) may 
be written as 
/t = ¢(y )  - (a2u  2 + A4u a + A6u 6 +... + A2ru 2r +. . . ) ,  
where the A2r coefficients are expressed in terms of the ai coefficients. 
Denote ai as being odd or even according to whether i is odd or even. The odd ai may be 
expressed in terms of the A2r coefficients which are uniquely determined. For example, the first 
four values are easily calculated by hand; one obtains at = O, a3 = (2/3)a2b2, a5 = (4/3)b2A4, 
and a7 = 2b2A6 + (2/3)b2b3A4, where A4 = a4 - (1/2)a2b3 and A6 = a6 - ((4/9)b2 2 + b3)A4. 
Using this method, for the first time, the Liapunov quantities for system (2) with g cubic may 
be partially factorized as shown in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The first eleven Liapunov quantities/or system (2) with g cubic are: 
L(O) = --al, 
2 
L(1) : -as + -~a2b2, 
L(2) = --a5 ÷ 4b2A4, 
3 
L(3) = -aT + 2b2A6 + 2b2b3A4, 
L(4)=-ag+-~b2As+ ~b 2 + 2b2b3 A6, 
[3263 ) L(5) = -an + 1--0362Alo + \~ 2 + 4b263 As + 1-D262A6'2 
L(6) = -a,3 + 4b2A12 + \~-~ 2 + b2ba Alo + b~ba + 262b~ As, 
/1603 ) /803  325\  lb2b3As ' L(7) = -a15 + ~b2A14 + t '~-b2 + 10b2b3 A12 + t~'~b2bz + 5b2b 2+ -~-~b2) Alo +a 
) L(8) = -alT + l.1--:--: b2A16 + b3 + i4b2b3 A14 ÷ t Tb2b3 ÷ XOb2b2 ÷ -~- i 2) A12 
f448b3 ) /'224b5 35b 2 560b3b'~ L(9) = -a19 + 6b2Als + ~,-~-- 2 + 5---~b283 A16 + ~,-~- 2 + -~ 283 + -~- 2 a) A14 
+ [32 Sb 40b~b2 + 5b2b4Alo, ~-b23+5b2b~+ 9 )A12 
f224b3 ) /1792 51120b3b ) L(10) = -a21 + ~b2A2o + ~'--~- 2 + 2482ba Als + t--~-b2 + 72a  + 28b2b 2 A16 
( 9 "~ 23 + 3582833 + 21872) A14 + 5b2844 +"~ b283) A12, 
where 
1 
A4 = aa - ~a2b3, 
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A12 : a12 - t -~-  2 -t- 553 A io  - 753 -I- 85253 -t- -~b2) A8 - ~b3A6, 
) ( s04, (13 _2b~b2 ~ 
_(%2 _ ~b~b3 +-sb~ + ~-b~) A,o - 3~1 Ai4 = al4 Ix- ~- 2 + 3b3 A12 2 2 b3 + As, 
_ /'28b2 780 4 15 2 a16 4052953 A16 ---- t-~ 2-i-~b3)A14-t~-~b2nt---~b3-1-3 ) A 2 
-(5b3+10 2 2+4--01b4b3~A,o - 1 4 
-'3 b2b3 8 ) ]-6 b3As' 
f 112b2 / f560b4 21b2 70 2 \ 
AI~ = a ,~-  \ -  V 2+4b~. AI0-  \~  i- :+-~ ~ +-~b:b3) A14 
64 b6 80b4 ~ 5~2~3 ~ 
_ 
A20 = a20-  16622 + ~-b3 A lS -  t'-~-b2b3 + 7b 2 + --~-b2) A16 
//448b6 35 3 280b4 b 70 2 2 \ 
- \7-7~ 2 + T b~ + ~7- ~ ~ + -~b:b~) A,4 
205452 A bhAIo - (~b29b~ +15 ~ + 27 ) A~ ~--~b 3 - __ . 
The first eleven values agree with the computed Liapunov quantities obtained from the Poin- 
car~-Liapunov algorithmic method referred to earlier. 
LEMMA 2. When F is of  degree 14 and g is of  degree 3, the set {L(0), L(1), . . .  , L(10)} is an 
essential focal basis. 
PROOF. Suppose that a15 = a16 . . . . .  a21 = 0 and L(0) = L(1) . . . . .  L(6) = 0, then 
5(7) -- 0 if either (i) 52 -- 0 or (ii) 1134A14 = -L(7),  where 
5(7) = b2 (1134A14 + L(7)) . 
Suppose that (i) holds, then al - - - -  a3 . . . . .  at3 = 0 and the origin is a centre by the classical 
symmetry argument. Suppose that b2 ~ 0, then using equation (ii) one obtains 
L(8) = b 3 (3264Alo + 64852b3Alo + 810b32Alo + 100862A12 + 810b3A12 + 81b33A8) •
Hence, L(8) = 0 if (iii) 81b33As =- -L(8),  where 
5(s) = b~ (slb~A8 + 5(s)). 
If condition (iii) holds, then 
L(9) = b~ (-14b22b3Alo - 63b3~A10 - 60b2A12 - 126b3At2) •
Assume that 10b22 + 21b3 ~ 0, then L(9) = 0 if 
A12 = ( -14b2b3Al°  -: 63b32Al°) 
(60bl + 126b3) 
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Substitute for A12, then 
A 7 ( -11664-684b2b3-  1701b2) 
L(10) = lob2b3 (10b 2 + 21b3) 
Thus, L(10) = 0 if either (iv) A10 -- 0 or (v) b3 = 0. Note that 
-116b 4 - 684b2b3 - 1701b 2 ~ 0. 
If condition (iv) holds, then (vi) A~2 = 0, and it is not difficult to show that the origin is a centre. 
Suppose instead that condition (v) holds, then the origin is a centre since/2/(14, 2) = 9. 
If 10b22 + 21b3 = 0, then once more it is not difficult to show that the origin is a centre. 
The origin is a fine focus of order ten if and only if 
L(0) = L(1) = L(2) = L(3) = L(4) = L(5) = L(6) = 0, 
a = 1124A14 + L(7) = 0, 
3 = As  b3 + L(8) -- 0, 
= -1462b3Alo  - 63b2A10 - 60b2A12 - 126b3A12 = 0, 
= Alob2b3 ~ O. 
and 
The conditions are consistent; hence, if the origin is a centre for the linearized system, it is 
either a fine focus of order at most ten or a centre. 
THEOREM l.  /~(14,3) -- 10. 
PROOF. Select b3, a12, as, a6, a13, al l ,  ag, aT, as, a3, and al such that 
I~/1<<1 and /f~/<0, 
[]31 << ["/I and "),j3 < O, 
[al<<[f~] and /3a<0,  
IIL(6)I << Ic~l and aL(6) < 0, 
IL(5)I << IL(6)I and L(6)L(5) < 0, 
IL(4)I << ]L(5)l and L(5)L(4) < 0, 
IL(3)l << IL(4)I and L(4)L(3) < 0, 
In(2)l << IL(3)] and L(3)L(2) < 0, 
[L(1)[ << [L(2)I and L(2)L(1) < 0, 
lall << [L(1)[ and - L(1)al < 0, 
respectively. The origin has reversed stability ten times and there are exactly ten small-amplitude 
limit cycles. 
The other values listed in column/row three of Table 1 are calculated using similar arguments 
to those given above. The relationship between global and local results is still to be addressed 
as is the question of simultaneous bifurcations when there is more than one fine focus for such 
systems. The ultimate aim, however, is to establish a general formula for/?/(i, j )  as a function of 
the degrees of F and g. 
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